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 k1l_, Will I receive a notification of it being fixed or not? aBound: not all updates are security updates. you will get an update
about a program change. which will ask you if you want to install that change or not. aBound: dont think so. and since its not a
real issue you should just focus on the upgrade aBound: the question here is when the security update is applied. the kernel is
not patched until after a reboot. Ok. so, once kernel update was completed, the security fix is applied to the running kernel

which is the only one which is patched immediately. aBound: the issue is that you have to manually upgrade the php packages
from the php 7.1 repo. because the old repo got the old version. aBound: so run the "upgrade" again and that should work. i am
not sure if it will remove the manual install the first time. Can't wait for it to update :P k1l_, Done and it finished without error.

aBound: ok. the issue is that there is a fix for php 7.1.3 not php 7.2.3. so you need to use the updated php7.2 or 7.3 from the
ubuntu repo Which means I'm stuck with 7.2.x again. :P yes Can't I simply add the php7.2 repo to sources.list? aBound: you

could. but better is to upgrade the ubuntu php packages to the newest. aBound: apt-cache policy php7.2 | nc termbin.com 9999
Can't seem to find php7.2 on the repositories. !info php7.2 xenial php7.2 (source: php7.2): server-side, HTML-embedded

scripting language (metapackage). In component main, is optional. Version 7.2.22-1+deb.sury. 82157476af
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